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The book of James deserves reputation as the more practical, 

down-to-earth book in the New Testament. But while mining 

its riches for Christian living, we can easily overlook the 

powerful theological statements tucked away in this short 

letter. This one appears in the first chapter (James 1:17): 

Every good gift and every perfect gift is from above, coming 
down from the Father of lights with whom there is no variation 
or shadow due to change. 

Jamesõ phrase òFather of lightsó is unique in the Bible. 

Understanding the phrase is crucial to comprehending what 

he means by there being òno variation or shadow due to 

changeó with God. òFather of lightsó points to Godõs role as 

creator of the stars and other celestial objects. We see this 

idea in the creation account as well as in Psalms (Gen 1:14ð

18; Psalms 136:7ð9; 148:1ð5). Similar phrases pointing to the 

same idea occur sporadically in other ancient Jewish 

literature, like the Dead Sea Scrolls. 

The celestial bodies mark seasons and the passage of time 

(Gen 1:14ð18). They are associated with change. The word 

translated òchangeó (Greek tropó) in James 1:17 is a noun 
used elsewhere in Greek literature to describe the movement 

and positioning of stars, seasonal changes and their earthly 

effect, and the two annual solstices. Jamesõ use of òchangeó 

with òshadowó suggests an eclipse. His point is profound.  
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Although the lightsñthe celestial bodiesñchange and vary, 

their Father doesnõt. He is unwavering. The phrase òFather of 

lightsó conveys more than Godõs role as creator. His character 

and nature are fundamentally distinct from those of all other 

divine beings. Like those of other ancient cultures, Jewish 

writings convey the stars as if they were heavenly beings. This 

idea is found in the Old Testament, where the sons of God are 

metaphorically referred to as òthe stars of Godó (Job 38:7). 

Jamesõ description of God as the òFather of lightsó then 

speaks of God as the creator of all heavenly beingsñ

emphasizing that they are created and are therefore inferior. 

Only He is uncreated!  

This idea also sheds light (pun intended) on 1 John 1:5, 

where John wrote that òGod is light.ó His point was not that 

God is energy particlesñwhich would mean that God is part 

of the creation, something John elsewhere explicitly denies 

(John 1:1ð3). Rather, John uses the phrase metaphorically and 

qualifies it by saying that in God òthere is no darkness at all.ó  

Our Father of lights stands alone as the one who created 

time and its markers. The celestial bodies move as he 

ordained at creation, while his nature remains constant. The 

Author of change does not himself change. His character 

never fluctuates. The Father of lights created the spiritual 

beings who are his heavenly host (1 Kings 22:19), but only heõs 

consistent good and true. Their nature may fail. His will not.1 
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https://ref.ly/logosres/bibleunfilter?ref=Page.p+211&off=3&ctx=56%0a~The+Father+of+Lights%0aThe+book+of+Jame
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